How you’ve helped so far!

It was just before Christmas 2014 when we first appealed to you for help on
behalf of Dana Novarchuk, who works closely with the city authorities to manage
the city’s stray dog population, and is the leading animal campaigner in Lutsk.
Dana heads the ‘Volyn Society for Protection of Animals’ and runs the Laska
rescue shelter.
The committed Laska team have always gone above and beyond the call of duty
to help abandoned animals – they are a dedicated and compassionate team!

As Ukraine’s freezing winter was drawing in, these poor abandoned animals didn’t
stand much chance of survival.

UNTIL YOU HELPED MAKE A
DIFFERENCE…

Back in 2014, the
rescued animals were
put in
home-made wooden
crates and
transported back to
the shelter in their
very old, unreliable
van that was donated
to them because it
was close to the end
of its life.

The chance of the van
breaking down was
always very high,
sometimes taking the
driver up to ten
minutes to get the
engine to start.
Of course this is not
acceptable during a
rescue operation as it
is vital sick or injured
animals receive
veterinarian attention
as soon as possible.

If injured or diseased,
the animals were
taken to an
independent
veterinary practice, as
Laska’s vets only had
access to old, second
hand equipment,
which was unsuitable
for diagnosing and
treating many
conditions.

The shelter was built
using unwanted
building materials and
furniture.

Even the floor is made
from discarded tiles.

Despite their old equipment, unreliable van and make-shift animal shelter, the
Laska team spend hours rescuing sick, injured and abused dogs, using patience
and compassion to catch frightened animals in a humane way.

Upon receiving Dana’s appeal for help, we immediately agreed to visit her shelter
to learn about this appalling situation first hand. We signed an official Agreement
with the Deputy Mayor to become the city’s advisors on stray animal
management.

“Having met the Laska team and seen them in action, it is clear they are prepared
to go that extra mile to help their city’s unwanted animals. No rescue is too large
or too challenging, and their perseverance demonstrates their dedication to each
and every animal that needs their help. They really are hugely deserving of your
support!”
Jennie Rudd, Campaign Director

Thanks to the
wonderful response
from supporters like
you, in December
2014 we were able to
help the city’s
abandoned animals by
providing the Laska
rescue shelter with all
the items on Dana's
shopping list, and
more:
















Autoclave to sterilise instruments before surgery.
Operating table that is portable and fully adjustable.
Adjustable LED surgery lamp to aid vision during operations.
Bactericidal lamp to assist with identifying bacterial, fungal or parasitic
infections.
Electric scales to ensure correct dosage is administered to animals.
Drip/infusion stand to assist with administering fluids during surgical
procedures.
Electric coagulator to make precise incisions during surgery with limited
blood loss.
Needle holder to assist with the stitching up of wounds.
Forceps for compressing the end of an artery during surgery.
Medicine cupboard that is secure and accessible only by the veterinarian.
Portable utility table with drawers to keep instruments clean, organised
and easily accessible.
Rolls of dissolvable suture material.
A large supply of medicines for emergency surgeries and spaying/neutering.
Catching equipment that is humane, causing minimal anxiety to the
animals.

The old veterinary clinic was makeshift, with very old equipment and it was
impossible to maintain good standards of hygiene.
Now, thanks to your generous support, we have equipped the Laska veterinary
clinic to a high standard.

As well as the equipment, your
donations also bought an array of
medicines for both emergency
surgeries and spaying/neutering.
Plus worm and flee treatments.

Rolls of dissolving suture material
was purchased so that animals
don’t need to have stitches
removed.

Plus some humane catching
equipment was purchased, which
will cause minimal stress on animals
when caught.

In addition to the above list, and with the help of Dogs Trust International, we
also provided an animal rescue vehicle – a VW Transporter that can be relied
upon for rescuing animals in Lutsk and the surrounding villages.

Your generosity continued into 2015, which meant we could purchase more
catching equipment, new crates for the van, a six-month supply of medicines and
some life-saving diagnostic equipment.
As the Laska veterinary team did not previously have any diagnostic equipment,
they had no choice but to take diseased or injured animals to a private clinic for
diagnosis – this process was exhausting for the animals and very costly, with
animals suffering longer than was necessary. Now rescued animals are
transported directly to the Laska vet clinic where they are both diagnosed and
treated quickly thanks to the new equipment.

During a visit to Laska over the winter of 2016, we noticed a pile of half-frozen
meat that was being kept cold purely by the freezing temperatures. Dana
explained to us that the previously-used household chest freezers were breaking
due to overuse, and they had no other way of storing huge quantities of meat,
relying instead on the cold weather for keeping it fresh.

Upon seeing this, we immediately provided funding for the purchase of this large
commercial walk-in freezer, which is now full of frozen food for the animals. Not
only will this ensure food is much more hygienic for the dogs, but it also prevents
the attraction of rodents and other feral animals seizing their opportunity of an
easy meal, whilst potentially bringing disease into the shelter.

The new veterinary equipment, catching equipment and rescue vehicle are all
making a huge difference to Dana and her team who are now able to carry out
their vital work much more efficiently - and this is thanks to your generosity and
fantastic support!

On behalf of everyone at Naturewatch Foundation and our colleagues in Ukraine,
we’d like to say a huge

THANK YOU!

